Lucinda Means Bicycle Advocacy Day

On May 24, 2017, Michigan Trails & Greenways Alliance, League of Michigan Bicyclists, People to Educate All Cyclists, Michigan Mountain Biking Association, and concerned citizens converge at the State Capitol to inform legislators of the need for new safety measures to protect Michigan’s bicyclists. Whether riding on the road or on a trail a headlight or tail light can be provided and most would agree that changes are in order when it comes to intersections between bicyclists and motorists.

Bicyclist Safety on Michigan Roads

Getting support from lawmakers for HB 5103 and HB 4195, which will require a minimum of one hour of instruction specifically pertaining to vulnerable roadway users (including bicyclists) part of drivers education training. Updates to the drivers education curriculum to include more awareness of roadway users, especially bicyclists, will be pursued.

Bicycle Tourism

To enable the growth of bicycle tourism by adding a definition for electric bicycles that distinguishes them from mopeds (the one currently in statute) and clarifying where they may be used with regards to roads and trails. This will allow residents and visitors using this new technology to be informed about where they are permitted, and will include regulations for their safe usage.

Bicyclist Safety on Michigan Roads

To make Michigan more bike friendly, we will support HB 5103 which clarifies the definition of an obstructed license plate to ensure a bicycle rack or hitch-mounted device is not grounds for a traffic stop. This would curtail the number of incidents that have occurred to unsuspecting travelers who come to experience their love of cycling in Michigan.

Michigan's Classic Cycling Vacation

An Alternative Transportation Network in West Michigan

Another busy year for trail-related tourism as the West Michigan trail system continues to grow. Over 200 miles of trails provide travelers with nature’s highway to experience the four seasons of West Michigan.
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Michigan Trails: A Multifaceted Mission

Rick Wilson, Executive Director

Greenways are more than pathways, more than river protection corridors, more than tourist routes, and more than shovel-ready green fields for the expansion of the landscape. They are all these things and more. They are access to the outdoors for the physically disabled. They are safe routes for runners and walkers. They are healthy and green facilities for entire communities. And they are a source of natural beauty.

~ David Barlow, Oct. 22, 1999

At the Michigan Trails and Greenways Alliance, we consider ourselves the organization of people that believes deeply in the philosophy embraced by David Barlow. As a result, our mission is the same: to help “people build, connect and promote these trails for a healthier Michigan.” It is the essence of this multifaceted mission that makes the successes and the support of trails and greenways in order to help “people build, connect and promote these trails for a healthier Michigan” the #1 Trail State.

Projects that are a part of two major cross-state trail initiatives are detailed. “*From Belle Trail** “**Great Lake to Lake Trail**

Another Busy Year for Trail Development

Nancy Krupiarz, Executive Director (Retired)

We are pleased to bring you a 2017 roadmap of new trails springing up across Michigan. The new Belle Trail, Governor Snyder’s initiative from Belle Isle State Park to Ironwood in the Upper Peninsula, is already happening with the implementation of nine projects this year. The Great Lake to Lake Trail from Sault Ste. Marie to Presque Isle on the Canadian border also see a couple new segments Bailey: Grand plans and implementation continue, reinforcing Michigan’s** The 3.6 mile segment of the trail will fill the gap between Charter Township of Pinckney and Pinckney.

~David Burwell, Oct. 22, 1999
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